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Abstract 
High-performance five-axis computer numerical control machine tools are 
widely used in the processing of Aeronautical Structural parts. With the in-
crease of service life, the precision of CNC machine tools equipped by aero-
nautical manufacturing enterprises is declining day by day, while the new 
generation of aircraft structural parts are developing towards integration, 
large-scale, complexity, thin-walled and lightweight. It is very easy to produce 
dimension overshoot and surface quality defects due to unstable processing 
technology. The machining accuracy of aircraft structural parts is also af-
fected by complex factors such as cutting load, cutting stability, tool error, 
workpiece deformation, fixture deformation, etc. Because of the complexity 
of structure and characteristics of Aeronautical Structural parts, the consis-
tency and stability of cutting process are poor. It is easy to cause machining 
accuracy problems due to tool wear, breakage and cutting chatter. Relevant 
scholars have carried out a lot of basic research on NC machining accuracy 
control and achieved fruitful results, but the research on NC machining ac-
curacy control of Aeronautical structural parts is still less. This paper elabo-
rates from three aspects: error modeling method of NC machine tools, error 
compensation method, prediction and control of machining accuracy, and 
combines the characteristics of Aeronautical Structural parts, the develop-
ment trend and demand of NC machining accuracy control technology are 
put forward. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to meet the performance requirements of a new generation of aircraft 
with long life and lightweight structure, new technologies, new structures and 
new materials have been widely used. In aircraft design, in order to improve the 
strength and reliability of aircraft, the load-bearing components mainly use 
integral components, and the thin-walled integral frame structure is the main 
structure, which makes the material removal amount of the cutting process 
large, removal rate as high as 90%. Compared with previous assembly modes of 
welding and riveting for aircraft structural parts, large integral structural parts 
reduce the number of parts and assembly and welding procedures, improve the 
structural strength and reliability, and effectively reduce the weight of the whole 
aircraft, so as to significantly improve the performance of the aircraft. The rapid 
development of aircraft structural parts not only improves the performance of 
aircraft, but also brings severe challenges to manufacturing technology. 

Machining accuracy is an important index to evaluate whether parts are quali-
fied or not, and it is also the primary index to reflect the technical level of NC 
machining. It is of great significance for enterprises to improve efficiency and 
reduce cost by analyzing factors affecting errors in NC machining, predicting 
and compensating errors, and improving machining accuracy. There are many 
factors affecting the machining accuracy of CNC machine tools [1] [2], such as 
machine tool manufacturing error, thermal deformation error, vibration error, 
control system error, etc. According to the different structure and control system 
of NC machine tools, the positioning accuracy of multi-axis NC machine tools is 
determined by different error sources. In a specific CNC machine tool, there are 
many error sources, including geometry, static and dynamic load, thermal error, 
servo system parameter mismatch, etc. These error sources affect the positioning 
accuracy of tool tip in a complex way, and ultimately affect the processing accu-
racy of parts.  

There are two kinds of methods to guarantee the accuracy of NC machining 
[3]: error prevention method and error compensation method. The former im-
proves the overall accuracy of machine by improving the manufacturing accu-
racy and stiffness of machine parts and adjusting the assembly accuracy. The 
latter mainly compensates the regular errors such as original manufacturing er-
ror and thermal deformation error by adding compensation program in the 
control system, which is easy to implement and low cost. In order to improve the 
market competitiveness of their products, machine tool manufacturers attach 
great importance to error prevention and error compensation methods, and 
have developed some mature products for users to choose. In the practical ap-
plication of machine tool end users, error prevention method mostly focuses on 
hardware adjustment of mechanical structure, such as clearance adjustment of 
kinematic pairs, bearing pre-tightening, etc. Error compensation method focuses 
on software adjustment of control system, such as reducing the original manu-
facturing error through kinematics calibration. Typical kinematics calibration of 
serial machine tools includes 12-line method and 14-line method, while kine-
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matics of parallel machine tools. The calibration method includes vector 
closed-loop differential method and so on. The thermal deformation error can 
be reduced by adding thermal compensation module in the control system. 

Scholars have carried out a lot of research on NC machining accuracy control. 
In the following chapters, error modeling, error compensation, machining accu-
racy prediction and control are described. 

2. Error Modeling of NC Machine Tools 

The sources of machining errors are complex. Finnish scholar Rahman et al. [4] 
proposed that the corresponding relationship between errors of NC machine 
tools and errors of machined parts can not be established accurately. However, 
in order to obtain higher processing accuracy, it is feasible to analyze the main 
error sources of machine tools in specific environments, to model and compen-
sate errors to improve processing accuracy. The research shows that the geome-
tric and thermal errors of CNC machine tools account for 45% - 65% of the er-
ror sources, and they are the main error sources (Table 1). 

The error modeling methods of NC machine tools mainly include multi-body 
system theory [5], artificial neural network [6], grey theory [7], least square fit-
ting [8], time series analysis [9]. Error modeling is the technical basis of ma-
chining accuracy prediction and error compensation. 

2.1. Geometric Error Modeling of NC Machine Tools 

The geometric error modeling of NC machine tools is to establish the relation-
ship model between the geometric motion errors of machine tools and the posi-
tion and posture errors of machine tools. 

In 1986, Han et al. [10] used Fourier transform to establish error model, and 
used computer control to improve the positioning accuracy of machine tool ro-
tary table. In 1988, Reshetov et al. [11] used variational method to analyze the 
accuracy of NC machine tools, deduced the mathematical model of small dis-
placement, geometric error and forming system of NC machine tools, and sum-
marized the generalized precision model of arbitrary structure under the condi-
tion of small angle error. 

 
Table 1. Proportion of major error sources of CNC machine tools. 

Machine Tool Error 
Geometric error 20% - 30% 

45% - 65% 
Thermal error 25% - 35% 

Machining  
process error 

Tool Error 10% - 15% 

25% - 40% 

Fixture error 6% - 10% 

Working thermal error and  
elastic deformation error 

3% - 5% 

Operational error 6% - 10% 

Detection error 
Installation error 2% - 5% 

10% - 15% 
Uncertainty error 8% - 10% 
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In 1991, Liu et al. [12] put forward the theory of multi-body system dynamics 
method, and expounded the calculation methods of low-order body array, ma-
trix transformation, partial velocity and partial angular velocity. In 1993, Kiri-
dena et al. [13] described the coordinate transformation between adjacent mov-
ing parts by means of D-H (Denavit-Hartenberg) mechanism method. In 2003, 
Lin et al. [14] proposed a method of geometric error modeling for five-axis lin-
kage machine tool, matrix summation method, which decomposes kinematics 
equation into six components, each component has clear physical meaning, 
greatly reduces calculation, and makes kinematics model easy to manage and 
understand. In 2003, Lei et al. [15] used the fourth-order homogeneous matrix 
to establish the transformation relationship among the motion coordinates of 
CNC machine tools. The above research shows that in the past 20 years, mul-
ti-body system theory and homogeneous transformation have been widely used 
in geometric error modeling of machine tools. 

Some scholars have studied the spatial geometric accuracy of machine tools, 
devoted themselves to finding the corresponding relationship between the spa-
tial error of machine tools and the processing accuracy of parts, and carried out 
sensitivity analysis of the relevant error sources. In 2012, Ibaraki et al. [16] 
pointed out that the spatial accuracy of machine tools is represented by mapping 
of tool position and direction vector errors. In the latest commercial machine 
tool CNC, the numerical compensation of spatial errors is achievable. In 2014, 
Tian et al. [17] modeled the geometric errors of machine tools and analyzed 
their sensitivity. An error model of RRTTT machine tools was established by 
using screw theory and rigid body kinematics. The compensable and Non-com- 
pensable error sources were clearly separated, which provided a reference for 
machine tool designers and users. 

In conclusion, the geometric error modeling method based on multi-body 
system theory kinematics and homogeneous coordinate transformation is still 
widely used. 

2.2. Thermal Error Modeling of NC Machine Tools 

The thermal error modeling methods of NC machine tools mainly include finite 
element method, regression analysis, neural network, grey system theory, fuzzy 
reasoning system, etc. 

In 1996, Chen et al. [18] established a thermal error model based on artificial 
neural network and multiple regression analysis for machine tool errors under 
dry cutting and pouring coolant conditions. In 1996, Yang et al. [19] used cere-
bellar model articulation controller neural network (CMANN) to establish the 
error model with the thermal error and key point temperature of the processing 
center as the research object. In 2000, Mize et al. [6] selected some discrete point 
temperatures as model inputs on CNC machine tools, and established a thermal 
error model by using the neural network method of fuzzy artificial resonance 
theory. In 2003, Lee S K et al. [20] introduced the finite element method into the 
thermal error modeling of NC machine tools for thermal deformation of guide-
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way or thermal error caused by temperature rise of process system environ-
ment. 

In 2005, Yang et al. [21] deduced a model adaptive method on the basis of 
dynamic model modeling method. Combining the adaptability of recursive 
model based on Kalman filter parameter estimation technique and multiple 
sampling horizons with the intermittent probing of machining process, the cut-
ting problem was solved. The problem of thermal error updating caused by con-
tinuous change of cutting process. In 2005, Hong et al. [22] used the integrated 
recurrent neural network (IRNN) method to model the thermal error of the 
spindle in terms of the prediction accuracy and robustness of the model. In 2010, 
Wang et al. [23] combined linear regression model, rough-set theory and 
K-means theory, proposed a thermal error modeling method for NC machine 
tools. In 2010, Guo et al. [24] proposed to establish the thermal error model of 
CNC machine tools by using back propagation neural network based on ant co-
lony algorithm, and used clustering method to select four key measurement 
points on CNC machine tools. According to experience and experiment, the re-
lease of heat source target temperature sensor was determined. The key temper-
ature sensor readings are selected by statistical method to model the error of the 
target machine tool. 

Most of the theoretical methods of thermal error modeling for NC machine 
tools are based on the actual working conditions of the machine tools. For the 
factors affecting thermal error, the corresponding functional mathematical rela-
tionship model is established. After experimental training, accurate error model 
is obtained. From the point of view of engineering practicability, the thermal er-
ror model can be more accurate and has practical guiding significance only if the 
accurate processing environment and the temperature distribution of each part 
of the machine tool are obtained. 

3. Error Compensation of NC Machine Tools 

Based on the analysis of the causes of errors and the theoretical methods of error 
modeling, exploring the technical methods of error compensation and applying 
them to engineering practice is the key to improve the machining accuracy of 
NC machine tools. Scholars have put forward a series of error compensation 
techniques for NC machine tools from the point of view of cost and populariza-
tion. 

In the early stage, the manufacturer of NC machine tools put forward the er-
ror prevention method of NC machine tools. Starting from the design, manu-
facture, assembly and debugging of NC machine tools and their parts, the error 
can be reduced from the angle of hardware. The biggest characteristic of error 
compensation method is that it does not directly reduce the size of error source, 
but directly guarantees the accuracy of tool tip movement through software 
(control system) adjustment after the machine tool is manufactured. Error 
compensation method is used to compensate errors that can not be eliminated 
by adjusting mechanical structure, such as permanent deformation or manufac-
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turing errors of parts, and regular dynamic errors such as thermal deformation 
errors. The general implementation steps of the error compensation method are 
as follows: 1) establishing the mapping relationship between the error source 
and the terminal (tool tip) error according to the error source to be compen-
sated; 2) identifying the error magnitude of the error source or obtaining the 
transfer function of the error source and the terminal error directly; 3) compil-
ing the error compensation software to complete the error compensation. Error 
compensation method reduces terminal error by adding additional compensa-
tion value, so accurate error compensation function is the key. 

3.1. Research on Compensation Method for Modifying  
Compensation Parameters of CNC System 

Modifying the corresponding compensation parameters in CNC system to 
achieve the purpose of compensation has been realized in engineering applica-
tion. SIEMENS, FANUC, HEIDENHAIN and other CNC systems have inte-
grated error compensation function modules, which can usually compensate 
screw pitch error, reverse clearance error, repeated positioning error of motion 
axis, straightness error of guide rail or spindle, verticality error and so on. 

The feed axis of NC machine tool is precisely controlled by servo motor 
through voltage signal. In view of this characteristic of NC machine tool, in 
1990, Yee et al. [25] proposed a feedback compensation method for feed axis po-
sition loop of NC machine tool, and developed a position feedback loop error 
compensation system which can be integrated into the control system of three- 
axis NC machine tool, and achieved good compensation effect. In 2004, Choi et 
al. [26] revised the corresponding compensation parameters in NC system based 
on the error data measured by contact probe, aiming at the compensation pro-
gram in NC system of three-axis NC machine tools, and improved the cutting 
accuracy of machine tools. In order to compensate the dynamic errors of NC 
machine tools, Yang Jianguo et al. [27] proposed an external coordinate system 
origin offset method in 2005. The error compensation system has the function of 
external mechanical origin coordinate offset. The compensation value is sent in-
to the system through the I/O interface of the NC system. In 2012, Cui et al. [28] 
used multi-body theory to model the spatial error of NC machine tools, and 
used the coordinate system origin offset function of Siemens NC system to real-
ize error compensation. In 2012, based on the error prediction model of five-axis 
machine tools, SHEN et al. [29] proposed a geometric error compensation me-
thod to modify rough interpolation data for open CNC systems, and a coordi-
nate offset geometric error compensation method combined with CNC-PLC for 
non-open CNC systems. The experimental results show that the offset compen-
sation method can effectively compensate the geometric and thermal errors of 
machine tools. In 2013, Yang et al. [30] developed a real-time error compensa-
tion function module based on the bottom communication of CNC. The 
real-time temperature data and coordinate axis errors collected were sent to the 
real-time error compensation function module of CNC to improve the process- 
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ing accuracy. 

3.2. Research on Compensation Method for Modifying NC Code 

With the increasing complexity of parts, the structure of NC machine tools be-
comes more and more complex, and G code compensation method emerges as 
the times require. 

In 2002, Zhang et al. [31] used rigid body kinematics theory and homogene-
ous coordinate transformation to establish a general spatial error model for the 
error of the end tool relative to the workpiece, and improved the machining ac-
curacy by modifying the error algorithm of G code. In 2003, Eskandari et al. [32] 
in order to explore the relationship between thermal error of NC machine tool 
and spindle speed and processing time, the error model was established by com-
bining regression analysis, neural network and fuzzy logic algorithm, and the 
processing accuracy was improved by modifying G code. In 2010, Zhu et al. [33] 
proposed a software-based error compensation strategy. The geometric error 
components of five-axis machine tools are identified by laser interferometer and 
spherical rod system. The generalized error model based on multi-body system 
(MBS) and homogeneous transfer matrix (HTM) is used to obtain the compre-
hensive error. The geometric error is compensated by modifying NC code. In 
2013, Zhu et al. [34] established a prediction model of workpiece positioning 
error caused by fixture installation error and geometric error for one-side 
two-pin fixture. The error parameters along 6 degrees of freedom are calculated 
by the model, and the NC code can be compensated by using the “Frame 
for-mation” function of NC system or by modifying NC code in post-processing. 

Although the compensation method of modifying NC code is easy to imple-
ment and widely used, it is mostly offline modification. If online NC code mod-
ification can be realized, the real-time performance of error compensation can 
be improved. 

3.3. Research on Other Compensation Methods 

Over the past 15 years, scholars have continued to carry out fruitful research on 
the real-time improvement of focus error compensation, the prediction and 
compensation of comprehensive error and spatial error. In 2003, Lei et al. [15] 
studied the real-time error compensation method based on the geometric error 
model established by the fourth-order homogeneous matrix. In 2017, Wu et al. 
[35] proposed a comprehensive geometric error prediction and compensation 
method for the influence of the geometric error of translation axis on the posi-
tioning accuracy of double ball bar (DBB) in multi-axis machine tools. In 2018, 
Xiang et al. [36] proposed an analysis and compensation method for geometric 
errors of six-axis NC grinding machine for spiral bevel gears. Using the screw 
theory and the forward and inverse kinematics modeling, the spatial error pre-
diction and compensation are realized. 

The key of error compensation technology for NC machine tools lies in the 
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effectiveness of improving the actual processing accuracy of NC machine tools 
in practice. The method can be used as long as the processing accuracy can be 
improved with the lowest cost and the most effective way to make the products 
meet the manufacturing requirements. 

4. Prediction and Control of NC Machining Accuracy 

Before the machine tool users face a complex cutting process of new structural 
parts, the complexity of the error sources in the processing process makes it dif-
ficult to determine whether the new processing process can meet the require-
ments of manufacturing accuracy in advance. 

Traditionally, through “experience judgment” or “trial cutting method” to 
evaluate whether the future processing can meet the requirements of manufac-
turing accuracy, such as cutting NAS979 (Figure 1) and NAS979 conical table 
(Figure 2), the general evaluation of the performance and processing accuracy of 
NC machine tools is realized, and the development of NC processing technology 
is promoted. However, some surface features of complex parts are processed by 
the machine tool which accepts the conical table specimens. This shows that the 
evaluation of dynamic machining accuracy of CNC machine tools by the conical 
table specimens is not comprehensive enough. The main reason is that the cha-
racteristics of conical table specimens are relatively simple, only plane and con-
ical surface. In recent years, scholars have done a lot of research on the devel-
opment of new inspection specimens for NC machine tools, such as quadrangu-
lar cone table test specimens (Figure 3), S-shaped test specimens (Figure 4), etc. 
Among them, S-shaped test specimens are widely used, which can be applied on 
five-axis machine tools with different structures as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 1. NAS979 specimens. 

 

 
Figure 2. NAS979 conical table specimen. 
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Figure 3. Quadrangular cone table specimens. 

 

 
Figure 4. S-shaped specimens. 

 

 
(a)                                      (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Application of S-shaped specimen in machine tools of different structural types. 
(a) Double Swing Head Machine Tool; (b) Machine Tool with Double Turntable 
Structure; (c) Hybrid Structure Machine Tool. 

 
For complex high-value parts, “experience judgment” is easy to make mis-

takes, and “trial-cutting” is time-consuming and expensive. If the processing 
accuracy can be predicted, a reasonable process plan can be planned to realize 
the optimal allocation of manufacturing resources without trial-and-error. 

Because the prediction and control of machining accuracy is of great signifi-
cance, this direction has always been a research hotspot. With the breakthrough 
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of geometric error modeling, thermal error modeling and simulation technol-
ogy, the prediction of static error is no longer a difficult problem. In the past 10 
years, more research has been carried out in combination with physical phe-
nomena such as cutting force, friction and wear, tool deformation and so on. In 
2002, Lubihong et al. [37] realized the prediction of machining accuracy on the 
basis of detecting and identifying the movement error and cutting force defor-
mation error of the process system. In 2011, Dang Jianwei et al. [38] obtained 
processing errors from the prediction of milling force and the calculation of tool 
deformation. In 2012, Fan et al. [39] studied the prediction method of machine 
tool processing accuracy degradation. It is pointed out that after a long period of 
cutting, there will be obvious wear on the contact surface between the guide rail 
and the guide rail. With the increase of wear, the accuracy of the machine tool 
will be reduced. Fan proposed a mathematical model to calculate the geometric 
errors of sliders caused by contact deformation caused by wear, and then to pre-
dict the positioning errors. In 2013, Holub et al. [40] studied the prediction 
method of vertical lathe processing accuracy. The prediction method is applied 
to the accuracy analysis of vertical lathe under different working conditions. By 
simulating different working conditions, the accuracy of workspace is effectively 
used. The predicted results can be used to select the appropriate machine tool 
type and processing technology as early as possible in the bidding stage, which 
reduces the time required for selecting and submitting machine tool quotations. 
In 2014, Ding et al. [41] studied the prediction of machining accuracy of 
five-axis cylindrical milling based on geometric error model, and proposed a 
comprehensive error modeling method of process system that integrates ma-
chine tool geometric error, workpiece positioning error, tool size error and set-
ting error to realize the prediction of machining accuracy. In 2014, Archenti et 
al. [42] proposed a new method to link the capability of the processing system 
with the accuracy of the parts. The force deviation function in the actual work-
space is obtained by using special testing equipment. The spatial error is evalu-
ated by multi-body simulation and finite element model of elastic connection, 
and then the deviation value of specific tool path is calculated. This method 
eliminates tedious processing experiments and supports the control of process-
ing system conditions. 

5. Conclusions 

The above research work is effective from a specific point of view, and results are 
formed to guide production practice. But at the same time, it can not be ignored 
that there are some limitations in the application of some single achievements in 
production. For example, the prediction and compensation of NC machining 
accuracy are mostly based on the assumption that the machine tool is an ideal 
rigid body without deformation. However, the error of five-axis NC machining 
has time-varying characteristics, and the machining accuracy is subject to cut-
ting load, cutting stability and tool in engineering. Due to the influence of com-
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plex factors such as errors, workpiece deformation, fixture deformation and tool 
deformation, the consistency and stability of cutting process are poor, which will 
easily cause surface quality defects due to tool wear, breakage and cutting chat-
ter, thus resulting in irreversible surface plastic deformation, further resulting in 
product size overshoot, which will have a significant impact on product proc-
essing efficiency and quality. There is an urgent need to establish a set of proc-
essing accuracy control technology system based on product characteristics. 

For the special machining object of complex aircraft structural parts, its 
structural characteristics and technological difficulties determine the complexity 
of its machining process, determine the difficulty of its machining accuracy con-
trol, and give birth to the development demand of its machining accuracy con-
trol technology system. 

1) According to the production practice, CNC machine tool users should 
combine their own product characteristics and proceed from the production 
demand to form a set of effective CNC machining accuracy control technology 
system. Aiming at the characteristics of aircraft structural parts, such as high 
manufacturing accuracy, large size, easy deformation, many weak rigid struc-
tures and long processing cycle, its processing accuracy control technology sys-
tem should be at least composed of three parts: processing accuracy assurance 
technology, processing process consistency assurance technology, surface quality 
prediction and simulation technology. 

2) The accuracy assurance technology of aircraft structure not only needs to 
consider the improvement of the accuracy of the CNC machine tool itself, but 
also needs to develop the integration technology of processing and measurement 
in combination with the characteristics of the large size of aircraft structure, so 
as to solve the problems of easy deformation and difficult control of the process 
state. The closed-loop control of machining measurement is in line with the de-
velopment trend of aircraft structure manufacturing mode from digital manu-
facturing to intelligent manufacturing. 

3) The technology of NC machining process consistency assurance needs to be 
paid attention by academia and engineering field. Aircraft structural parts have 
long processing cycle and high manufacturing cost, and their processing accu-
racy control requires high consistency of manufacturing process. The influence 
of product structure and process characteristics on manufacturing accuracy of 
aircraft structural parts should be considered. For example, the influence of 
manufacturing resources such as NC tools on the machining accuracy and qual-
ity of products should be fully considered. The influence of NC programming 
trajectory and its technical standards and cutting process parameters on process 
consistency and processing accuracy should also be fully considered. 

4) The weak rigid structure of aircraft structure determines the difficulty of 
surface quality control in the process of machining. In engineering practice, the 
manufacturing risk assessment and process risk control of large-scale parts still 
rely on experience, which promotes the development demand of surface quality 
prediction and simulation technology. Effective surface quality prediction and 
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simulation technology will greatly improve the product quality control level in 
the production site. 
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